This month’s block is a Wonky Half Log Cabin Block.

Finished Block Size: 10 inches (Unfinished size 10.5 inches)

Instructions:
This month’s kit includes the red fabric to use for one corner, and some strips to use in your block. You will also need to add scraps from your stash. Please use a Spring color palette.

The block is easy to construct. Starting with the red fabric, deciding what shape you would like the wonky corner square or rectangle to have, sew a strip to one side, trim it at an angle, then sew a strip to the top of that unit and trim it at an angle. Your angle trims can be sharp or slight – whatever appeals to you. Continue adding and trimming strips in this manner, until the block is 10.5 inches square. As you can see from the photo of our sample blocks, each block will be unique.

Here’s a link to a charity quilt made from Wonky Half Log Cabin Blocks at the String Thing Along blog:

http://stringthingalong.blogspot.com/search/label/half%20log%20cabin

If you have any questions, please email us at blockmonth@risingstarquilters.org